INTRODUCING THE
GLIMMER COLLECTION
Brass Inlay Marble Tiles

Sophisticated and contemporary, the Glimmer collection pairs the tactile honed marble surface of the tiles
with the brilliance of polished brass. Five distinctive geometric forms with delicate brass inlay allow you to
play with the layout on installation to customize your space.

All designs available in Calacatta Borghini, Nero Marquina and Grey Fousanna marble with polish brass
accents these ethereal tiles are suitable for walls and floors in your most inspired bathrooms, kitchens,
dining rooms, reception areas, and lobbies. Click here for further details on the collection.

http://www.claybrookinteriors.com/collection/glimmer/

GRAND HYATT, SEOUL
Korea

After an extensive transformation project over three years, the Grand Hyatt Seoul is ready to reintroduce its
615 guest rooms and suites.
The newly released portfolio of rooms and suites were designed by award-winning Bar Studio of Australia,
and feature Claybrook baths and a bespoke soaking tub for two in the Presidential Suite (pictured above).
The rooms are open in feel with a contemporary design scheme giving subtle references to Korean culture
while staying true to the original design by famed interior architect John Morford.

The Presidential Suite more than lives up to its
name. The vast 337m2 space is blessed with
breathtaking 360 degrees views of the Han River
and Mount Namsan which can be enjoyed while
soaking in the bespoke round bathtub which
stands under a spectacular chandelier alongside
the windows.

The rest of the executive guest rooms are fitted
with inset Ellipse baths in their open-plan
bathrooms overlooking the room and the downtown skyline view beyond.

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH PLUMBLINE
New Zealand

We are delighted to announce our partnership with Plumbline as official and exclusive Claybrook
distributor for New Zealand. Established in 1990 Plumbline delivers an unparalleled range of bathroom
products and have installed a fabulous display of Claybrook baths and basins in their Wellington
showroom. See the pictures here for a sneak peak of their display and for those in the area please visit
their showroom for more information. https://www.plumbline.co.nz/

Please follow us on Instagram to see our latest installations and new products.
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